
Subject: viper-fud
Posted by KIRBY098 on Thu, 24 Apr 2003 12:11:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

FUD is infamous in this respect. Indiscriminate banning happens no matter skill level, respect for
rules, or whatnot. 

If you haven't been introduced to thier thug Taskbot yet, prepare yourself for insta/perma banning
forever just for posting this at all. 

And I quote:

"
Here you will find a list of the rules for our server. They're designed to be vague for the most part,
because we enjoy banning people. If you don't like them, piss off and go play somewhere else so
you can let someone in who doesn't whine. As a general rule, we enjoy when you make posts on
n00bstories.com or the official Renegade forums about our rules. We all send the link to each
other and take turns laughing at you and calling you names. We don't care what you think about
our rules. Hell, we don't care about you, either. 

If you want to challenge us to a match, /page one of the members on WOL or email me at
dethlord69@hotmail.com, we will try to work something out. Please don't suck ass, though. We
don't like wasting time. No point-whore teams will be played, so that discounts 99% of the clans
on the ladder anyways.

1) No fatties. This rule is strictly enforced. If you are found to be a fatty, you will be banned without
notification, unless we tell you to get outside and work, fatty. 
2) No whining. There will be zero tolerance for whining, as it usually comes from people who suck
or just got owned very badly. If you happen to be one of those two types of people, stop sucking
and you will magically not be in situations that would make you whine in the first place. Otherwise,
take the bitching elsewhere you jackass. 
3) No lag complaints. If you're lagging, chances are it's your fault, because this server is on a T3.
Our clan members in Canada regularly have no problems connecting to this server, and it's 1500
miles from them. Turn off your wanker filesharing programs, and turn off your messaging
programs too because you have more important things to do than talk to people who aren't
playing Renegade with you. If that doesn't work, get off the 56k or go find another server, because
you're not helping your team if you're warping all over the frickin' place. (Occasionally, the school
network is overloaded and EVERYONE will experience some lag. It is acceptable to bitch a little
about this, but you will still be banned if you carry on about it.) 
4) No accusations of cheating/hacking/whatever else you can come up with for an excuse. There
are no wallhacks, aimbots, or anything else out for Renegade, to the best of my knowledge. This
is not Counter-Strike. If you get owned it is due to your lack of skill. Accept it and move on. This
goes along with rule #2, and our solution is the same: tell you to stop sucking so you wouldn't

AIMBOT is autoflagged with BlazeRegulate now, if you say it three times fast you'll be kicked
automatically. Please test it out, we like seeing people get automagically kicked. 
5) No telling other people what they can and cannot do on our server. You are not the judge of
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that, we are. Chances are if we see this happen we'll ban you and not the offender. Do not
presume that your judgment of a situation will be the same as ours. 
6) Besides the above offenses, you may be banned without warning at any time so that a member
of FUD can get on the server, as they take priority over you. If this happens, nothing personal, and
the ban list is cleared frequently so you'll be able to get back on in a day or so. You can prevent
this by not being the lowest scorer, especially if you've been in the game a long time. We assume
low score + high play time = ban. Again, this is not personal, you just happen to be the least
contributing member at the time someone who kicks ass wants to get in on the game. 
7) If your ping is over 500, you will be banned and made fun of after you are gone. 
 If you are idle, you will be banned. If there was some urgent reason you were idle for hours at a
time and you're sad you got booted, cry us a river, build us a bridge, and jump off it so we don't
have to listen to you anymore. 
9) No telling admins how to run the server. If you think someone should be banned, or you don't
like having radar on, or you think we should start everyone off with 929323273 credits so you can
try out your uber-1337 stupid ass n00b strategies, or you want to play Cops and Robbers, or you
want snipe-only, make your own server. We spend a lot of time keeping this one running, and it'll
be on its own dedicated line soon, and that's not cheap. When you grow up and make TEH BIG
MONIES!@!!11 like us, you can get your own server. Until then, stop the whining. 
10) NO BASE TO BASE.This counts for the commonly abused ones on Field (GDI) and Islands
(GDI), as well as a few other ones which thankfully aren't so well known. You will be banned
without warning if you are caught shooting the enemy base from your own. 
11) If you are a n00b, you'll be banned. If you're shooting at your own teammates, or blocking
people from repairing, or wasting mines, or not coordinating mining with the team, or acting like a
fuckup, you are considered to be a n00b and will be banned without explanation or warning. 
12) No tunnel beacons on Field. We grow tired enough of pansy point-whoring on this map as it is,
and this is one simple way to cut down on a decent chunk of that point-whoring. Beacons outside
the tunnels are OK, but you will be banned without warning if you are caught placing beacons in
the tunnel. 
13) No dropping multiple beacons in your own base because you think it's cool to see stuff get
nuked or ioned without exploding. If you want to watch pretty light shows, go buy a PS2 and get a
copy of Fantavision. 
14) You can be kicked for prior offenses if the admins see fit. In fact, this is an almost certain
prospect. The moral of this story is that we have a long memory and an itchy ban finger. 

You may be wondering if you have any rights here. The short answer is no. Let me reiterate:
Wisecracks, remarks, slander, or anything else you might think would be witty can be viewed as
idiocy by the moderators. Racial comments are immediately cause for ban, so if you've got
something against someone else, keep it to yourself. Moderators will be the judge of your
behavior and will enforce it with a judgement of their own. Roughly translated, we don't care who
you are, if we feel like getting on or we don't like you or you have too many vowels in your name
or you're an HPB or any other variety of things, you can and will be banned with no warning. It's
our server, we can do that. 

Don't like it? Run your own server, we'll be happy to play by your rules on it.

Now, for those of you who are still reading, here is what we do want: Teamwork, ingenuity,
cooperation, communication, and a lot of asskicking. It's pretty simple, really."
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Notice the last line. Even if you meet those criteria, refer to rule #6. And if that one won't work,
they will make one up that does.  :rolleyes: 

Go to n00bstories and type in "Taskbot7" in the n00b search for fun. No less than 17 entries, but
they claim it's our ignorance of thier rules that gets us banned. 

Just don't go there anymore. There isn't all that much teamwork there, but there sure are alot of
fatties (see rule #1)
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